Abstract. The uncertainties in interpreting photon bremsstrahlung in the process e+e---*Z~ with matrix element calculations of ~Y (ees) are discussed. We address the stability of the calculations with respect to the emission of collinear photons and to higher-order QCD corrections and discuss the bias due to experimental photon isolation cuts. We analyze the resulting uncertainties for various procedures to define an event with a final state photon. Of particular interest are (i) a two-step procedure where first jets are reconstructed from hadrons alone and in a second step the photon is required to be isolated from these jets, and (ii) a 'democratic' procedure where the photon is included in the jet reconstruction but a certain maximum hadronic energy is allowed in the photon jet. In both cases we estimate that the uncertainties of the theoretical predictions, hadronization effects and the experimental photon isolation are of the order of 4%. To obtain this level of accuracy, however, the democratic procedure requires very hard cuts that reduce the event samples significantly.
Introduction
The large yield of hadronic Z ~ decays at the e+e collider, LEP, and the possibility of identifying photon emission from quarks with a high purity offer a wide range of physics studies. Photons serve as probes for the QCD quark evolution [1], they enrich up-type quarks in the event sample thus allowing a measurement of quark couplings [2], or they may signal new kinds of Z ~ decays and the need for an extension of the standard model [3] .
The potential reward from analyzing final state photon production depends crucially on the precision of the theoretical prediction and the uniqueness of relating these predictions to the data. First analytical results of a calculation in O(~s) have been published by Kramer and Lampe [4] . Recently, matrix element calculations of G(e~s) have been cast into a Monte Carlo form [5] [6] [7] .
These Monte Carlo calculations allow a flexibility in the definition of an event with a final state photon and provide an unambiguous theoretical basis avoiding model assumptions used in the popular QCD shower Monte Carlos. However, this is at the expense of providing only the differential distribution of the photon and of up to three partons instead of a complete event description. This lack of completeness introduces uncertainties in their relation to actual measurements of the process e + e ---* Z 0__. ?J + hadrons. These uncertainties will be discussed in this paper.
We start our discussion with some general considerations for the definition of a photon event which can be adopted by both theory and data. For an event definition which has been applied previously in experimental analyses [8, 9] we then discuss in detail in Sect. 3 and 4 the problems and uncertainties in relating theory to data. In Sect. 3 we describe the ingredients of the matrix element calculations. The use of QCD shower models to relate the hard parton dynamics to the fully hadronized events actually measured is addressed in Sect. 4. In Sects. 5 to 7 we analyze the stability of the matrix element calculation and the correction procedure for alternative event definitions. In Sect. 8 we compare the uncertainties of these approaches. Conclusions will be given in Sect. 9. We include in Appendix A.1 a discussion of the phase space regions for q~?p final states selected by the main event definitions and in Appendix A.2 details of photon isolation cuts as implemented in the matrix element Monte Carlo GNJETS [5] .
Throughout this discussion we will completely neglect any uncertainty of the analysis due to detector effects. Those are discussed in the experimental literature (see e.g. discussion in [10] ).
What is a photon event?
Due to both experimental and theoretical limitations it is impossible to determine the total yield of photons radiated from quarks without imposing cuts on photon properties restricting the measurement to a certain phase space region. These cuts lead to ambiguities as to what constitutes an event with a final state photon, and require a proper definition of a photon event.
Criteria for a good event definition are (compare [ 11 ]) (i) It has to be unambigously defined at the hadron level*. Furthermore, for practical purposes it should allow for a reasonable event yield and a high purity of photons. It should be possible to understand both the selection efficiency and the purity.
(ii) The event definition should also be unambiguously defined at the parton level of the matrix element calculation and should be safe against singularities of photon and gluon emission.
(iii) The relation between the matrix element calculation with, for G(ees), up to three partons and the hadron level with typically 30 hadrons should imply small uncertainties.
(iv) It should allow the physics issues, mentioned in the introduction, to be easily covered. For example, to determine electroweak quark couplings or in some searches for exotic sources of photon production one has to know the absolute cross section to a high precision only in some well defined phase space region. For QCD studies, where one compares properties of the inclusive multihadronic Z ~ decays with those of photonic decays, it is desirable to use identical variables for both processes like the scaled _ 2 2 jet-sepamass of two particles, Yij -Mij/Es used as a ration measure in inclusive distributions. [8, 9, 12, 13] apply similar cuts to minimize background from hadronic sources and to retain a decent efficiency. In all experimental analyses a minimum photon energy E~ nin is required, and an isolation cut is imposed demanding no or little energy within a cone of opening angle 0~ ~ around the photon candidate. The cuts used up to now are Er nin between 5 and 10 GeV and 0~ s~ between 15 and 20 degrees. Only very little experimentally observed energy is allowed in the isolation cone.
With respect to (i), all LEP experiments
One of the main ambiguities in the interpretation of the measurements is related to the asymmetry between photons and partons. Whereas the photon is a fundamental particle in both theory and data, the partons of the theory correspond more closely to jets rather than individual particles in the data. This leads to various possible event definitions, some of which are summarized in Fig. 1 . In addition, if combined with the experimental isolation criterium, the different treatment of hadrons and photons leads to some subtle problems with respect to the photon-parton singularities.
Some of the LEP experiments [8, 9, 13] adopt a twostep procedure for an event definition involving a jet algorithm (branch A in Fig. 1 ). Since the hadrons in the * The term 'hadron level' is used if the properties of photon events are reconstructed from the hadrons as either observed in the data or as simulated with a QCD model. In contrast, the term 'parton level' is used if properties are derived from the partons of a QCD matrix element calculation or from the partons at the end of a QCD cascade in a shower model mi n iso observed events can only originate from partons, it seems natural to reconstruct jets from the hadrons alone, i.e. excluding the photon. This is done with the JADE algorithm [14] which is based on an iterative combination of pairs of partons and hadrons into jets as long as they have a mass Yij below some predefined cut Ycut-In a second step the photon is required to be isolated from the jet by either demanding a minimum Y~,jet (A1) or a minimum 0~jet (A2).
Another approach is to view photon emission as part of the showering process. This suggests jets should be determined in a 'democratic' manner (B) from all final particles including the photon. In this case one has to introduce a parameter e0 for the maximum hadronic energy Eha d allowed inside the jet containing the photon ('photon jet'). It is convenient to express this energy relative to the photon energy. An event is accepted if Ehad -ehaa < Co.
(1) E~ Finally, instead of reconstructing jets, one can just apply an energy and isolation cut (C), allowing a certain amount of hadronic energy inside the isolation cone 0 c. Again, an additional cut on the fraction of hadronic energy inc is required. side the cone, Chad, In all these cases the final step of the data analysis has to be the correction for hadronization. Of foremost importance is the correction for losses due to hadrons leaking into the isolation cone. Even if all jets or partons are far away from the photon, the hadrons produced in the QCD showering process may come close to the photon such that the event is experimentally rejected.
In the following we will discuss the main steps and uncertainties of the analysis using the event definition A 1. We will see that the results obtained with definition A2 are very similar to those of event definition A1. In Sect. 6 and 7 we will address the particular aspects of definitions B and C.
